What you see is
what you get

What you pay for it is
where we come in

Making
healthcare
affordable,
ONE PURCHASE
AT A TIME

Whe n your supp ly chain hand s you lemo ns,

LET SUPPLYCOPIA HELP YOU MAKE LEMONADE
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A Data/Item Master with all you need,
when you need it.
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Drawing on open.fda.org , manufacturers and
distributors’ catalogs and more than 200 sources on
the web, we extract, clean, classify, code, catalog, and
enhance more than 3.5 million SKUs of global suppliers
for medsurg, consumables, and equipment. We let you
standardize products and procedures, optimize inventory
management, and redesign your preference cards, all on an
affordable cloud-based solution.

Whether you are looking to automate your P2P
processes or exploring an Amazon-like electronic
catalog functionality as an add-on to your current
ERP system, you can leverage the SupplyCopia
platform to easily and quickly achieve your
objectives.
Whether your objective is an internal
transformation or creating a new age GPO, IDN,
or private marketplace, the cloud-based platform
digitizes all processes between providers and
suppliers.

Thousands of machine learning and AI algorithms help you
identify functionally equivalent products so that your
physician preference items and procedure and product
standardization is driven by evidence-based decision
making.

Built-in tools like hospital database, global supplier
database, RFP, PriceCheck, price, and promotions
make your supply chain dynamic in nature with
minimum investments and time.

Our data is updated daily, maintaining relevancy and
freshness in every product offering- Whether you leverage
the data for order management, value, and inventory
analysis or for standardization, you will never have to hire
consulting companies again. This solution integrates with
every ERP system or can be used as a stand-alone tool.
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A Platform built for every hospital and
procedure

Signals Matter. Our Data Analytics finds
them
Integrated analytics- Whether you are analyzing spend for
medsurg, consumables or equipment or purchased services,
our machine learning algorithms identify opportunities in
price, demand, compliance, process and specification in
each product category.
More than 110 levers are automatically activated when
anomalies are detected, converting the information into
actionable intelligence
Understanding procedure costs, comparing and contrasting
them via machine learning, and building automated models
for product and procedure standardization requires data
scientists and skills to build hundreds of models. We have
successfully deployed this model to more than 100
hospitals in 10 different countries addressing thousands
of procedures. We can guide your decision making and cost
savings in as little as 4-6 weeks.
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Savings opportunities in plain sight
Our visualization layer brings everything together in
one easy-to-follow dashboard and reporting tool.

To see for yourself what SupplyCopia can do for you, please
contact info@supplycopia.com.

Making Healthcare Affordable, One Part at a Time

www.supplycopia.com

